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Abstract Designing games to encourage players’ positive and healthy behaviors is both a necessity and a challenge. When the design context is critical, such as education or health, understanding the context in which the game will be inserted before proposing and designing it is a matter of social and ethical responsibility. Although the game research field has relevant contributions regarding gamification and serious game, supporting designers to develop early knowledge and responsibility for the problem context still demands investigation and attention. This paper presents and discusses a collaborative workshop to promote both designers’ responsibility and problem understanding capacity since the early stages of game design, before directly engaging other stakeholders. The workshop was conducted to produce a systemic and socially responsible understanding for a prospective game to support children in speech therapy exercises, focusing on both human and technical aspects, possible solutions and their implications. This paper presents the workshop, its main results, lessons learned, as well as artifacts and practices that may be useful to inspire designers and researchers in other contexts.
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1 Introduction

Digital games already permeate human life, not only as entertainment, but as means of education, therapy assistance, among others. Games are artifacts that impact on social reality, as gaming is a social activity and a major component of teens’ overall social experience (Lenhart et al., 2008). For serious games, which the purpose goes beyond entertainment, such as education, safety or health, the design process is challenging, covering different objectives and challenges for the involved ones, who can either directly interact or not with the game.

Designing a game for broader purposes must be careful, socially aware and responsible. Before starting the development of any solution and before involving interested parties and stakeholders, designers must create a broad, critical and responsible shared understanding about the problem to be addressed, the context in which the game will be available, the expected impact with its adoption, the possible consequences it may trigger, and the context that gives meaning to it. This shared understanding favors to meet the needs of the different stakeholders involved and prevents from triggering harmful effects on people that will be somewhat affected or involved in game design and usage.

However, the literature in games, even though it has attracted a lot of attention in recent years, tend to focus its research on other aspects of gameplay, as gamification and persuasive computing, letting the discussion of social and ethical responsibility of designers aside. In this paper, we present an early workshop conducted to promote a shared understanding of multiple aspects involved in the design of a serious game to support speech therapy treatments. Artifacts from (and inspired by) the Socially Aware Design approach (Baranauskas, 2009) were used to promote conversations and discussions among designers in the early stages of game design, aiming at creating a shared understanding about the problem and to raise designers’ awareness about both context richness/complexity as well as their professional and social responsibility. We argue that such early discussions and conversations are mandatory for an effective and responsible design, socially aware of stakeholders’ characteristics, possibilities and demands, since the very beginning of a design project1.

Socially Aware Design, initially named Socially Aware Computing, means the “theory, artifacts and method we need to articulate to actually make design socially responsible, participatory and universal as process and product” (Baranauskas, 2009). Inspired by Organizational Semiotics (Stamper et al., 2000) and Participatory Design (Schuler and Namioka, 1993), this design model places systems understanding and technology design at the informal level (habits, values, culture), formal level (procedures, rules) and technical level (computer system) (Baranauskas, 2009) of information systems. These different levels support design from a sociotechnical perspective, considering social aspects that influence the design of the technical solution as well as the likely impacts such a solution causes when it is inserted in the social world. From our point of view, Socially Aware Design has the potential to contribute to game design as it informs and provokes reflections on the problem domain and the potential impact of the solution in the social world, including on challenging aspects such as culture and human values (Leitão et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2018).

Socially Aware Design is mainly a perspective to the design of interactive technology. According to Piccolo and
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1This paper is a revised and extended version of Ferrari et al. (2019), published in Portuguese. This new version provides new content and discussions in English, including details about the artifacts and the methodology.
Pereira (2017), this perspective: i) requires the articulation of meanings of a social group at its informal and formal levels for the co-construction of the system at the technical level; ii) recognizes the other and their differences as essential elements for a systemic view; iii) recognizes communication between the parties as a culturally defined social phenomenon and proposes artifacts to mediate that communication; iv) entrusts stakeholders with the power to design and enables their creative and responsible involvement in design solutions; v) is situated in a socioeconomic and cultural reality, without losing its location in the broader world.

The situated context for our research is the “Socio-Enactive systems” project (Baranauskas, 2015), which seeks to develop the concept and practice of computer systems consisting of human and technological processes dynamically linked. The project is being conducted in partnership with the SOBRAPAR Hospital for the design and experimentation of solutions that contribute to the quality of life of people who frequent the hospital environment, such as children, family and visitors. The development of computational solutions for hospital contexts must consider social issues (affective, cultural, values) of the people who are in that environment, considering aspects besides utility and easiness of use (Silva et al., 2019).

Based on an ethnographic study conducted at the hospital (Silva et al., 2019), speech therapy was identified as an opportunity for the development and application of computational solutions. The study revealed that activities are dependent on technology to work properly and effectively, and that doctor-patient interaction goes beyond the hospital environment, entering the home environment through messaging applications (apps) available on smartphones of patients and their families. Among several demands and opportunities, speech therapy professionals from the hospital raised the need for interactive computing solutions (e.g., a game) that could help patients, mostly children, to carry out exercises the professionals oriented during the medical consultation.

Speech therapy is a continuous treatment. Sessions inside the hospital are only part of the treatment, requiring also medication and exercises to be performed continuously outside the hospital. When it comes to children, there are additional difficulties to perform speech exercises at home, either due to lack of motivation, discipline or even shame, which can compromise children’s evolution with treatment. Games have the potential to engage children in performing speech exercises. In order to be successful, however, the design of a game must start from this early understanding of its different interested parties’ contexts of life.

Having as starting point results from the ethnographic study and contact with speech therapy professionals at the hospital, a socially aware design workshop was conducted to foster problem understanding, designers’ responsibility, and to prospect solutions that could be built and evaluated. The main purpose of a socially aware workshop is to create a shared understanding for designers and to promote their empathy for the problem before involving stakeholders (professionals, patients) and before presenting any idea or product to them.

The workshop was inspired by Baranauskas’ Semio-Participatory Workshops (Baranauskas et al., 2013). Participants were all from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) field with undergraduate and graduate education degrees. They were engaged in activities to understand the problem and come up with prospective solutions, looking at the problem from the perspective of different stakeholders at the informal, formal and technical levels. The workshop articulated both theoretical and methodological discussions with hands-on activities with the participants, favoring not only their problem-understanding skills but also their sensitivity and empathy for the problem as well as their responsibility when trying to solve it. At the end of the workshop, designers had created a shared understanding (and responsibility) for the problem using different artifacts and practices and had produced ideas and aspects for a prospective game directed to two main stakeholders: patients (children) and speech therapists. Results from the workshop and discussion with the participants reinforced our claim that a socially aware workshop is mandatory in the early stages of game design for critical contexts.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the situated context for our research and its relation with the Socially Aware Design approach; Section 3 describes the workshop and its main activities; Section 4 presents the main results from the workshop; Section 5 presents our discussions on the results, and Section 6 presents our learned lessons and directions for future research and practice.

2 Problem Context

Voice and speech problems can affect communication and social life, and can influence on psychological and emotional disturbs (Krischke et al., 2005). Therapy treats adults and children speech and language problems that may have been caused by different conditions, such as diseases, disabilities, injuries, among others (Frost and McCrindle, 2016).

About 10% of children aged 4-7 have some voice or speech disorder (Schipor et al., 2012). These problems vary in degree, more severe in children with craniofacial deformities. Kummer (2013) states that children with craniofacial syndromes are at greatest risk for speech and language disorders. Professional assistance is necessary to promote correct speech development or, in some cases, to return the ability to speak correctly (Frost and McCrindle, 2016). The speech therapy is one of the services offered by the SOBRAPAR Hospital.

SOBRAPAR Hospital is a philanthropic institution that offers surgical treatment and rehabilitation for patients with congenital or acquired craniofacial deformities. Patients receive free care each 2 weeks through the Brazilian Unique Health System, in which treatment is monitored. In addition to attending the hospital, speech therapy professionals require their patients to perform exercises at home, preferably seven days a week.

The Hospital has challenges regarding speech therapy such as prolonging treatment and increasing costs when exercises are not properly performed at home, reducing the expected benefits. Another challenge is access and attendance in face-to-face care, as many patients live in distant locations from the Hospital and need to travel great distances (tens or
hundreds of kilometers) for consultation. There is some resistance from patients, mostly children, to attend consultations.

The performance of speech therapy exercises at home is important and must be effective and useful to those involved, such as speech therapists, children and their families. The Hospital demand resources to promote engagement in treatment in a way that makes sense for its (informal and formal) context and its audience, contributing to the stakeholders involved. From an ethnographic study (Silva et al., 2019), we identified digital games as a promising resource for therapists as well as to promote fun and appeal to the patients, who were mostly child’s aged 7 to 11 years (Santos et al., 2019).

2.1 Socially Aware Design and Games

Playing is a seductive activity for children and Speech therapists can use playing to provoke children’s interest, leading to new learning acquisitions (Pollonio and Freire, 2008). Care and treatment with children may follow a ludic approach, contributing to their interest and commitment with the proposed activities. One way of playing is through games, which can be used by speech therapists, parents and teachers as teaching instruments that facilitate perceptual, auditory and visual activities.

Games can have specific goals other than entertaining, as serious, educational or therapeutic games. Educational games are those designed to teach while entertaining (Novak, 2011), while serious games consider the same goals of education and entertainment, but include different aspects of education: teaching, training and information (Michael and Chen, 2005). Digital therapeutic games, in turn, are digital games that produce a direct, expected, and intended therapeutic effect on patients by playing them (Mader et al., 2016). This therapeutic effect may be to alleviate, to improve or to heal specific condition of the patients.

In the same way serious games are intended to help teachers rather than replacing them (Michael and Chen, 2005), therapeutic games are not intended to replace health professionals but to support them in their professional activities. Speech therapists can use games to play and, therefore, stimulate language with children, obtaining means to check their progress (Pollonio and Freire, 2008). Games may encourage speech therapy activities in contexts other than hospitals encouraging active learning (Novak, 2011), for example, by providing children feedback and means to learn about their own speech, and by providing therapist useful data about their patients progress.

Designing games to operate in a delicate and complex scenario such as speech therapy problems is a challenge both in terms of support for therapy and in educational aspects. Designing games to support speech therapy is not just about developing an entertainment game. Toolkits and existing approaches to leisure and entertainment games development cannot simply be transferred to education or health because of their different characteristics (Westera et al., 2008). A game to support speech therapy has also additional complexity by relating education, medical treatment and a challenging audience (i.e., children) very often in challenging socioeconomic conditions.

From August to September 2018, a search for applications (apps) related to speech therapy was conducted on Play Store and App Store to identify existing options for the speech therapy problem, their positive aspects and opportunities. The search was carried out with the following terms: “speech therapy”, “audiology”, “dysphagia” and “articulation”. A total of 240 results were returned — duplicate apps were not removed (duplicated between different searches and between the Play Store and App Store). Search results were ordered by relevance and the first 40 results related to speech therapy for children were selected from each search with different terms.

Among the retrieved apps, three distinct groups were identified:

- games that rely on an external person to ensure proper punctuation;
- games that present the image of an object, or pronounce words and await the identification of syllables by users;
- games moved by users-made sound.

There is a distinction between i) solutions that were designed for professionals in the field to use with their patients and ii) solutions designed specifically for children. Games designed for professionals often require registration, internet, have an interface full of text and a layout of menus or options not always easy to understand. Games designed for children are the opposite: objective punctuation, easy to learn and use, with large, colorful menus and aided by icons, sometimes even not requiring reading skills. Among the analyzed apps, the ones that most fit the scope of our research were Fofuuu and Amigofono 2, which have a high cost, around 200 to 700 reais (BRL) per year, varying the price according to the number of patients and the size of the exercise library. Only the paid app Fofuuu uses voice as input for playing the game. Fofuuu offers 10 games with dozens of levels in total, which can be applied in several different phonemes. When testing this app, problems were identified that can cause difficulties for players. For example, the speech recognizer has errors in the accuracy of speech match: in one of the games played, the game’s own sound was understood as the user’s voice, causing movements to be recorded involuntarily or changing the score even when the player was silent. The game interface is difficult to use with small elements and errors occur when changing the phone orientation. For different reasons varying from cost to usability and accessibility, the apps identified do not meet the demands for our context.

Several methods and frameworks have been proposed for serious or educational games. Westera et al. (2008) presents a conceptual framework for developing serious games in the genre of scenarios and narratives. The framework proposes four worlds (or subsystems) for an educational game environment: gameplay, learning, teacher, and management. Despite presenting worlds relevant to a serious game, the framework focuses on a specific type of game that mainly involves reading activity, which may not be accessible or attractive to children.

---

For serious game design, Yusoff et al. (2009) presents a conceptual framework composed of educational skills and concepts as well as game elements (e.g., genres, mechanics). However, the framework only supports the development of educational and technical goals for the game. For our context, there is a previous need for establishing therapeutic objectives and the game implementation. The problem of speech therapy deals with a scenario in which it is necessary to know the hospital context, the professional practice and the underlying medical issues, as well as the different interested parties and their sociocultural contexts.

For game design from a cultural perspective, da Silva Cardoso et al. (2018) propose the E-MUnDi conceptual tool, which offers a structure for analyzing the key dimensions of User, Implementation and Diegetic Universe of a game. Although E-MUnDi has a culturally informed approach, it focuses on the design and implementation aspects of games and is not explicitly concerned in supporting designers to develop their awareness about their own responsibility when working in the social context.

For this paper, we claim early activities must be conducted to raise designers’ awareness about the problem domain, the interested parties, and the cultural context of design in its widest sense, promoting professional responsibility. Therefore, we propose an early workshop for preparing the design team, creating a shared understanding and sensitivity for the design problem and project.

For our workshop, artifacts from the Socially Aware Design and Organizational Semiotics were adopted to support problem-understanding and ideas prospecting. Created by Ronald Stamper, Organizational Semiotics presents theories and methods that allow analysis and design in terms of expressing meanings, communicating intentions and creating knowledge, considering semiotic aspects of human interaction in an organization (Stamper, 2001). The Socially Aware Design (Baranauskas, 2009), in turn, offer a method that allows to produce a contextualized, responsible and systemic understanding of the problem domain, and to collaboratively generate ideas for a prospective solution before any direct contact with the target audience (e.g., children and therapists).

3 Design Workshop

The workshop took place in November 2018, lasting 4 hours and 20 minutes. About 10 people participated in the workshop activities: 1 graduate student in Computer Science, 4 Master students in Computer Science, 1 master’s in Electrical Engineering and Industrial Informatics, 3 Ph.D. students in Computer Science, and 1 Ph.D. in HCl. Materials for the workshop: blank papers, post-its, pens and canvas banners with printed representations of artifacts (Stakeholder Identification Diagram, Evaluation Frame and Semiotic Framework).

The workshop was divided into the stages of problem understanding and ideation, both conducted in a collaborative style. The activities performed during the workshop are shown in Figure 1 mediated by the following artifacts: Stakeholder Identification Diagram, Evaluation Frame, Value Prospecting Frame, Semiotic Framework and Brainwriting.

The workshop started with a presentation and discussion on the conceptual bases that underpin the practices that would be conducted, such as Socially Aware Design, Organizational Semiotics, and the selected artifacts. This first stage of problem-understanding lasted 1 hour and 10 minutes. Because participants had few or no experience with the artifacts and Organizational Semiotics, this first moment was relevant to establish the bases of work while providing training on the concepts that would be addressed next.

After concepts and artifacts were discussed by the participants, the SOBRAPAR Hospital and the need for supporting speech therapy for children was exposed. The presentation covered ongoing initiatives at the Hospital and the results from an ethnographic study that exposed a theme already adopted by other initiatives (story about animals, such as the “Chico monkey”), the needs of speech therapy, as well as existing solutions resulting from the search cited in the previous section (LeLeSílabas, GameFono, Foffuu, Speech Essentials Therapy App and Speech Therapy Flashcards - S3). This presentation session lasted about 30 minutes and considered: i) preliminary requirements for a computational solution arising from ethnographic studies at Hospital; ii) thematic of physical and virtual animals that inhabit the Hospital and is already adopted by other initiatives inside SOBRAPAR; iii) features of Google Play and App Store apps for supporting speech therapy practices.

Mediated by the artifacts, collaborative discussions started from identifying the different stakeholders interested and affected by the problem and its prospective solution. The Stakeholder Identification Diagram supported this practice which took about 20 minutes. The purpose of identifying stakeholders is to clarify the problem and to build a shared knowledge and awareness between the workshop participants, inviting participants to think beyond obvious types of stakeholders and raising their concern regarding the diversity of interested parties that can both influence and be influenced by the problem and its solution. The artifact distributes stakeholders across different levels that represent different information forces in relation to the problem under analysis (the Operation level) (Baranauskas et al., 2013). The different levels are:

- Contribution (actors, responsible): those who directly contribute to the problem or its solution or are directly affected by it;
- Source (clients, providers): those who provide data and/or are a source of information for the problem or its solution, or make use of it;
- Market (collaborators, competitors): those who support and contribute or those who compete for the same niche;

• Community (bystanders, legislators): representatives who influence and are influenced by the problem in the social context.

Having identified different stakeholders, the Evaluation Frame was used to anticipate the difficulties and ideas each stakeholder would face regarding the problem and its prospective solution (Baranauskas et al., 2013). Taking about 40 minutes, this step was key to promote critical reasoning and empathy towards the different stakeholders and the challenges they face in their life, promoting a sense of responsibility and provoking designers to think ahead of limitations and challenges as well as possible ways of dealing with them.

Based on the shared understanding about stakeholders, challenges and ideas, the Value Prospecting Frame was used to support discussions about who, among the stakeholders identified, is the central stakeholder for the solution the team will design. For these stakeholders (usually one or two), it is mandatory to identify their real needs, difficulties, fears, and challenges, especially identifying how a computational solution could improve their lives, adding to their quality of life in its widest possible sense. The solution must be innovative, going beyond specifying a common solution, and positively surprising stakeholders. The Value Prospecting Frame has five blocks: (1) Central Stakeholder(s), the starting point for filling in the other blocks; (2) What do they (central stakeholders) really need and (3) What difficulties do they face, both blocks related to the problem context focusing on the needs of central stakeholders; (4) How can a solution improve their lives? and (5) How can a solution surprise and innovate?, both blocks for the solution context focusing on its intended value to central stakeholders.

After identifying the central stakeholders, their demands and challenges for both problem and solution, the Semiotic Framework from Stamper (Stamper, 1993, 2001) was used to structure and organize requirements for the solution to be designed, inviting designers to consider from technical infrastructure requirements to environmental and social requirements. This step took about 30 minutes and resulted in requirements related to the Semiotic Framework six layers:

1. Social World: consequence of the uses of signs in human activities; deals with beliefs, expectations, etc.;
2. Pragmatics: studies the intentional use of signs and the behavior of their agents;
3. Semantics: deals with the relationships between a sign and what the sign refers to;
4. Syntactics: deals with the combination of signs without considering their specific meaning;
5. Empirics: deals with the static properties of signs when different media and physical devices are used;
6. Physical World: works with the infrastructure, the physical aspects of signs and their marks.

The upper three Semiotic Framework’s layers are related to human information functions in the use of signs, how they work in communicating meanings and intentions, and what are the social consequences of their use. The lower three layers are related to information system technical infrastructure related to how signs are structured and used in language, how they are organized and conveyed, the physical properties they have, etc. (Stamper, 1993).

With participants having a shared understanding of the problem and the requirements for a prospective solution, the Brainwriting technique was used to develop themes for the game and ideas on how it should operate. This step took about 50 minutes, resulting in a collection of written ideas produced by participants collaboratively and democratically (VanGundy, 1984). The main objective was not to define how the game should be or to identify functional requirements, but to prospect ideas for further exploration with the domain stakeholders (health professionals, families etc.).

The Brainwriting technique allows everyone to contribute to the development of a solution democratically and collaboratively. At the end of the workshop, the final object was conceived through the action of all the participants. For our workshop, results were ideas for how the solution should be built, as well as themes for the interaction with the game and its story. More important, however, is the shared understanding designers build during these practices, thinking ahead, socializing opinions and concerns, seeing ideas from each other.
For the activity, there was a socialization moment where participants talked about the resulting ideas and, then, a consolidation moment where results were organized and delivered for the interested designer to use as inspiration for prototyping a prospective game. After the end of the Brainwriting activity, thanks were given, and the workshop was concluded.

4 Workshop Results

This section highlights results from our early workshop (the understanding of the problem domain produced from the fulfillment of artifacts) as well as a prospective game prototype based on the produced understanding.

4.1 Artifacts and Techniques

In the Stakeholder Identification Diagram, 21 stakeholders who may influence or be influenced by the problem or its solution were identified. Figure 2 presents stakeholders spread on the artifact layers. A stakeholder may belong to more than one layer as it plays different roles for a design context. For example: “Hospital professionals”, “Speech therapist” and “Children” belong both to Contribution and Source layers as they may be involved directly in design activities (contribution), and are key clients for the solution and providers of valuable information (source).

The identified stakeholders are diverse, covering different aspects of the problem and its prospective solution. They also go beyond the obvious ones, such as children and the speech therapists, favoring to identify those that although are not direct users for the solution, are crucial to to promote or enable its use. The following stakeholders were identified:

- for implementing the technical solution: Bernardo (first author), IHC-UFPR Research Group, Unicamp partners, IT Hospital team;
- speech therapy: children, speech therapists, hospital professionals, responsible for children, doctors, colleagues of practice;
- in children’s daily life: schools, schoolmates, family;
- other stakeholders: speech therapy board, ethics committee, app competitors, funding agency, hospital competitors.

We identified possible partners and competitors for the solution’s success, such as existing apps, and stakeholders that regulate possible uses of a solution, such as the speech therapy board and ethics committee. Stakeholders from children’s daily life inform us about possible users who can also benefit from a solution or at least influence children to use it. For obvious reasons, stakeholders involved in speech therapy must be consulted or even directly involved in designing or evaluating an intended solution.

When discussing the roles of different stakeholders, we realized that children may eventually carry out speech therapy activities in different settings other than the hospital, such as at their own home, relatives’ home, at school and other public spaces. When children are in these settings, other people can be part of the activity and can influence on children’s behavior in both positive and negative ways. On the one hand, children may feel shame, fears or anxieties of doing their exercises when other people are seeing — and children may have no space for their own. On the other hand, there are possibilities for creating collaborative experiences that put people together and help children to internalize the playful aspect and the importance of the therapeutic exercises.

For the Evaluation Frame, because our purpose with an early workshop is to create a shared understanding instead of an exhaustive one, we selected not all but a subset of stakeholders considered most important to be discussed and analyzed in terms of challenges and ideas. For selecting stakeholders, we followed the recommendation from the literature (Pereira and Baranauskas, 2015) ensuring that at least one stakeholder from different layers of Stakeholder Identification Diagram had been included in the Evaluation Frame. By selecting stakeholders from each level, we avoid ignoring important information forces that affect the design problem or
its prospective solution.

The Evaluation Frame incited participants to anticipate challenges and requirements that directly inform us about how a prospective solution should be and operate, as well as about issues we should keep in mind. For example, the importance of aspects related to usability, accessibility and user experience, motivation and interest, personalization, and technical infrastructures (e.g., data synchronization, access to the internet). We verified information related to the problem social context as, for example, families very often do not have access to the internet, which demands a solution not to depend on internet connection to work and not to consume mobile data. As another example, families can be heterogeneous and, although the mother is usually the most present person, the person who accompanies children in their day-to-day activities and with hospital care can vary. Family members and other stakeholders can be allies, beneficiaries or act hindering the adoption and usage of a designed solution.

Bases on discussions around the Evaluation Frame, key assumptions were made:

- families may not have technical resources to use the solution, such as smartphones devices and internet access;
- children may not have a unique and personal device to use the solution;
- it is not just about solving speech therapy exercises, but an activity that involves other aspects, such as:
  - use of smartphones or other mobile devices;
  - competition with other tasks, apps or games;
  - lack of time, support or engagement to carry out activities;
  - embarrassment in carrying out activities that involve speaking;
  - different accessibility issues.

Supported by the Value Prospecting Frame, several elements were identified for the main stakeholders: Children Patients and Speech Therapists (see Figure 3). Although all stakeholders are relevant to the problem and its solution, the highest priority must be given for patients because they should want to use the solution and to get the greatest benefit from its use. The importance of speech therapists is because they have the purpose of improving children’s speech capabilities and are naturally interested in tools to effectively support their work. Defining central stakeholders is necessary for developing real empathy and understanding. No central stakeholder means a neglected or underlying stakeholder who designers may be ignoring or misunderstanding during the design process. In user-centered projects, it is common for the main user, who is expected to get the main benefit from the solution, to be left out and not be effectively considered as central. In his paper “Reimagining HCI”, Bannon (2011) draws attention to different contexts, such as Ambient Assisted Living, in which solutions are developed under motivations for improving the quality of life of people at home instead of staying in hospitals or institutions. However, when examining carefully, it is common solutions to be concerned with providing 24 hours a day monitoring, without explicitly worrying about improving people’s quality of life, promoting their autonomy and values. This tends to happen when the main stakeholder is left out of focus since the early stages of problem understanding and solution design.

Supported by the Value Prospecting Frame, we question our understanding and assumptions about the problem domain that may already be set, especially regarding central stakeholders. When questioning what stakeholders actually need, we stressed that children need activities that provide both fun and progress in their treatment and learning. To maintain engagement and use of the solution by children, activities must make sense to them and be interesting, fun, engaging, challenging and easy to learn how to use. Whatever the designed solution would be, practicing exercises must be a natural part of the game.

With a voice-based game, children may be ashamed to play, which can hinder the performance of speech activities. Besides, families may not encourage or not engage in treatment. Sometimes, only one smartphone may be available for used by all the family members and children may want/need to use it while someone else also needs. Therefore, if on the one hand the availability of a device can be a challenging point depending on the family, on the other hand, it is a problem that can be solved by the hospital and its partners, for example: if a solution can operate on a low-cost device, it could operate on a device offered by the hospital and its donors.

A low-cost and voice-based game solution can contribute to improving children’s speech skills, influencing their confidence and developing social skills as well. Such a solution can also assist in engagement and interaction within their families if speech exercise activities also support collaborative interactions.

From a therapeutic perspective, we prospect the solution can surprise and innovate by allowing speech therapy professionals to propose activities tailored for each child and their characteristics, including the social ones. The solution can also innovate by offering resources for analyzing continuing treatment progress, especially regarding the time between consultations in the hospital. The game may be designed to allow children to represent themselves in the game and to create challenges for themselves, as well as for cooperative experiences with other children, growing a sense of mutual help, fun and learning. Recognizing low socioeconomic condition is common between families, storing data on smartphones and transferring them when devices are connected to a Wi-Fi network (e.g., in the hospital) is mandatory, and is something that no other analyzed solution offers. Such a possibility allows healthcare professionals to obtain data on the progress of treatment without burden the patient with data transmission.

Innovation and surprise are relevant elements, for example, to promote engagement with the game, to encourage a feeling of climax, or to attract and keep players’ attention. These elements can be the main attractions in a solution and can impact aspects of game implementation and its content.

Different issues for a solution were raised when thinking of it according to the six layers of the Semiotic Framework. The physical layer incited discussions and project definitions such as the Android operating system, which is the operating system present in most smartphones in Brazil population (G1, 2019), especially devices most accessible to the socioeco-
nomic vulnerable population. The solution should operate in smartphones and other mobile devices because i) smartphones allow voice capture more easily by the built-in microphones; ii) in families, smartphones can be more present than computers; and iii) they enable mobility between different contexts, such as home and hospital. Below we present other requirements identified for this layer.

- Supporting data storage and transmission
- Smartphones and Tablets devices
- No mandatory Internet, Wi-Fi
- SMS support
- SMTP (E-mail)
- Supporting voice input data
- App in the style of a game
- Low cost devices
- Android operating system

At the empirics layer, we checked technical aspects like security, encryption, and privacy, which are relevant because the solution may be used to collect information from children. Because families usually do not have broadband internet to transmit data, the solution must not require a high storage capacity as families’ smartphones may have limited capacity or already store other information, such as photos, messages, apps, among others. Using cloud services to store audios and other information was considered viable when devices are connected to a Wi-Fi network. Lastly, the solution must be designed for ambient noise to affect the interaction to a minimum. Below we present examples of requirements for this layer.

- Noise from the environment should not disturb children’s interaction or audio capture
- Transfer app data to the cloud when Wi-Fi is available
- User can configure how backup works.
- Manage access to app data (photos, videos, audio)
- Data security and privacy, encryption
- Requiring little storage to function
- Storage Capacity: Cloud (Drive-15GB, Dropbox-2GB)
- Free up local space when back-up is successful

On the syntactics layer, we discussed the pros and cons of using Material Design interface pattern. Also, we considered using examples and ideas from ongoing activities at the Hospital, such as the SobraPets theme based on little animals that inhabit the Hospital (Silva et al., 2019). The game designed and its content (visual style, exercises) must be developed under universal design principles, creating activities that are fun and engaging for stakeholders other than children, creating opportunities for activities with their families or colleagues. Game solution must be open source for other hospitals and professional to (re)use it in their practices. Finally, tasks and controls must be intuitive for children to play and for speech therapists to configure, respecting usability and accessibility guidelines. Activities for voice exercise must be clear so users can play appropriate exercises according to their conditions, for example, in silent environments children can have speak activities, or in environments affected by noise children can have listening (and not speaking) activities. Below we present requirements for this layer.

- Priority for universal design and practices, accessible to the greatest possible diversity of population
- Using open source standards
- Open source solution for use in other hospitals by other professionals
- Exercise configuration by speech therapists must not require technical knowledge
- Game must be intuitive especially for children
- Suggesting the right exercise according to players’ needs
- Material Design interface pattern
- SobraPets theme for the game

For the semantics layer, the meaning of exercises and features offered to users and those interested in the solution were discussed. Significance of functionalities must be well established to avoid causing embarrassment to users and helping them to achieve their goals, such as achieving the benefits the solution is proposed to offer. Game content must adopt the SobraPets theme, using pets as the setting and characters of the solution, but without creating a design that has too childish characteristics as the game may be played by adults (child’s parents) as well. Instead, priority should be given to a pet visual style that can please different audiences, promoting collaborative interaction with other stakeholders.
Interface elements must be meaningful for children to play autonomously. Children must also be able to share their results, experiences, photos and other information from the solution with other children, creating and sharing collaborative experiences. Below we present requirements for this layer.

- Adopting the SobraPets theme
- Exercise challenges should gradually evolve in difficulty
- Allow sharing with colleagues: results, photos, general status
- Interface elements must be meaningful for children
- Avoid overly childish features and elements
- Guarantee exercises are adequate for children needs
- Inform children and parents about how to perform each exercise
- Features meaning must be clear for players

In the pragmatic layer, aspects the solution is expected to promote were envisioned, such as engagement, visibility, socialization and execution of exercises outside the hospital setting. Adopting the theme already used in other projects at the Hospital, maintaining coherence and promoting engagement with and from other projects was identified as necessary. A feeling of inclusion should be developed through a game theme or story, for example, a villain which would promote the exclusion of other animals in the game and, in the end, the villain should be included\(^4\). Do not create exercises or activities harmful to players. Speech therapists must be able to tailor activities for each child as they do in individualized treatment. When it comes to engagement, the solution may remind children or their responsible about speech exercises via engaging and funny notifications. During gameplay, a virtual pet (a player can nurture animals through feeding and relationships (Rogers, 2014)) can help and motivate children to complete exercises even in case of failure. Indeed, the notion of “failure” is rather different here, as each child has a particular progress and style, referring to giving up activities instead of not reaching an expected score. If children practice exercises regularly, the solution may also have gamification resources for them and their responsible, for example, congratulating them or offering game rewards: benefits for some action or achievement (Werbach and Hunter, 2012). Finally, the solution can offer a multiplayer mode with collaborative exercises, where players work together to achieve the same objective (Rogers, 2014). The points below summarizes requirements from this layer.

- Exercises created/tailored by therapists
- Provide positive reinforcement (children, responsible) when children perform exercises regularly
- Offering Multiplayer mode for collaborative exercises
- Remind children or responsible through engaging and entertaining
- A virtual pet to support and motivate children when playing notifications
- Promote speech exercise, evolution in speech treatment, socialization among children, children and family engagement, and promote exercises outside the hospital environment
- SobraPets Theme: maintain consistency as it is already being used in the hospital and can promote engagement
- Engagement and visibility
- ExcluVader: a character who wants to promote exclusion, and players’ challenge is to include it

The social world layer was not filled during the workshop but completed by the authors after it as it is based on the discussion from the previous artifacts and the other five layers previously discussed. For this layer, we highlight socioeconomic aspects, such as some families not being able to have a smartphone with advanced technological resources or having only one smartphone at home. We found out that children like themes related to superheroes, in which the solution can use charismatic characters that promote engagement. Aspects of the family and engagement with the treatment were also seen, such as the family forgetting the exercises that children should perform and the family performing other activities with the device, competing for it. Lastly, the importance of the stakeholder Speech Therapy Ethics Committee was also declared, which must approve the exercises, thus not creating negative implications for children. Requirements for this layer are presented below.

- Do not create exercises or features harmful to children
- Offering customization possibilities according to users’ social context
- Promote socialization and collaboration via multiplayer and sharing
- Adopt appealing themes for children, such as superheroes
- Raising funding to guarantee an exclusive device for each child
- Follow recommendations and seek authorization from an ethics committee in the speech therapy field
- Offer a communication channel between therapists and family
- Tutorials and help must be available and embedded in the game

Having built a shared understanding of the problem and walked towards a general idea for a game solution, the Brainwriting technique was conducted to generate ideas about the theme of the game. Figure 4 present one of the collective ideas generated.

Common points were found in the written productions and are described below:

- animal theme (inspired by the SobraPets theme already adopted in the hospital)
- create personalized/unique skills for different animals
- allow to select the gender of the game characters
- use specific sounds for specific animals (e.g., “au” or “bark” for dog)
- develop different scenarios and themes (desert, forest, hospital)

\(^4\)Named ExcluVader, the villain fights for exclusion because he is a kangaroo or a T-rex that cannot hug someone and has never experienced hugging. Players’ goal is not to defeat the villain but to include him.
• design activities involving a physical environment, for example, words (on paper) hidden in the Hospital building that must be pronounced in the app
• include more challenging levels and enemies (bosses)
• offer several options or modalities of games not to be repetitive for children
• consider representing progress in the game to feed a Pet, make the Pet happy, etc.
• design features to allow children to interact with other children
• offer features for speech therapists to tailor exercises and activities
• offer features for speech therapists to follow users’ evolution and performance on exercises and activities

From the writing productions of the participants, ideas inspired by existing games were identified, such as the WarioWare game style with sounds; Flappy Bird with sounds; Soccer (speak words to increase the strength of kicking, kick to the goal); musical games like the Yousician, Piano Tiles and Guitar Hero; Tamagochi (virtual pets) with the SobraPets theme (with gamification); and “Challenge of the day”, recording 3 to 5 seconds pronouncing a “super syllable”. These ideas have the potential to be used in other similar solutions for speech therapy activities or future versions and expansions of the game as a support platform, representing examples of highly engaging and fun gameplay, and are examples of ideas for games that adjust to the challenge of speech therapy and the children audience. Lastly, the game design should consider the sociotechnical elements seen in the artifacts.

Although several ideas were generated, we highlight that the main purpose of this workshop is not solving the problem but understanding it, raising the participants’ sensitivity and empathy, and promoting a shared understanding about the context, the interested parties, their needs and so on. The results from this workshop help designers to have a better notion of their responsibilities and demands previous to the effective contact and work with other stakeholders. As we mentioned, it is not possible to design a game without working with domain experts and it is not desirable to design a solution without working with its prospective audience. However, we, as designers, must have an ethical responsibility regarding how we use the time and resources from others as well as how we involve them. Therefore, the workshop we present in this paper is all about doing a basic effort towards knowing the problem domain and its challenges so that we can have a minimum knowledge (and doubts) to start useful conversations and actions with our partners and interested parties.

4.2 A Game Prototype

A game prototype was developed to show how the ideas from workshop could be implemented and how information for the problem domain contributed to the game design. Therefore, this first prototype did not intend to have therapeutic validity as its development did not involve health professionals or domain experts. Thus, the game must be understood as a prototype, without the robustness of a complete solution. For a complete game development, relevant requirements such as accessibility and usability must be properly designed and evaluated in further activities with domain experts.

The target audience for the game was fixed as children of 7–11 years of age, as it was the case of previous workshops in the SOBRAPAR. Also, the game would appeal for children of varying ages because the game theme does not have a childish visual style and the challenges are inspired in famous games, such as Super Mario and Flappy Bird.

Based on workshop results, the Fonopets game was proposed and presented in a functional prototype implemented by the first author. The game was designed for the Android platform, adopting a voice-based interaction style where the act of playing occurs by emitting sounds. The main aspects of the proposed game are:

• promoting the positive experience of children with the game by selecting different types of avatars
• allowing adjustment of goals and daily progress by speech therapists, to promote tailored treatment via game playing
• transmitting videos and audios recorded in the exercises asynchronously
• offering four different types of challenges with simple mechanics, but with repeatability and engagement value

On the game landing interface, there is an animal happy when children do their daily exercises and sad when children do not. Changing in animal’s feelings expressions seek to promote engagement so that children keep returning to
the game and making the animal happier. Fonopets presents daily progress (represented by a progress bar) associated with the animal, whose emotion is reflected by the progress, as represented in a low fidelity prototype in Figure 5. Children can also select which animal they like the most, allowing a level of identity between children-animal.

The progress bar on the landing screen also shows how many points a user needs to get per day. This goal can be customized by speech therapists during consultations to adapt to different treatment intensity (e.g., expected practice frequency). Upon completing the daily goal, the game invites children to take a challenge: to film their own mouth movement pronouncing a syllable or a difficult word in a video of three to five seconds. This video will be stored in the smartphone to be transmitted when a Wi-Fi connection is available. Data storage and transmission can be done through a shared resource in the cloud (e.g., Google Drive or a Dropbox directory) so speech therapists can access and check the progress that occurred since the last consultation. There is also a menu to access each game mode, represented by a different animal.

Choosing modalities for the game was based on the premise children need to play the game daily. Therefore, hardly a single solution would not become repetitive, predictable or tiring after some time playing. Four different modalities have been proposed for Fonopets inspired by ideas from WarioWare game, which groups dozens of games with simple mechanics, but keeping the voice-based interaction style and seeking to promote engagement value. Taking inspiration from the theme already developed with the Hospital, each modality has a different animal as a represented character, for example, bird, rabbit, frog, and snake (four boxes represented in the low fidelity prototype in Figure 5).

The first modality is based on Flappy Bird game: a bird needs to cross several pipes with different heights. Pipes move horizontally with constant speed while a bird moves vertically with the force of gravity. Unlike the original Flappy Bird, game input will be voice-based instead of touch-based. For preventing the game from becoming complex, the force of gravity must be reduced, as well as pipes movement speed.

The second modality is based on Super Mario Bros using voice to control the jump movement of the game character. For the implemented prototype (Figure 6), users are not allowed to control the horizontal movement of the character (which is automatic), but whether gravity will be up or down while the character moves forward. Special blocks were created which, when touched, generate a different situation such as reversing the speed or teleporting the character. For the complete game, mixed mechanics can be used to offer more control forms in which players can control the horizontal movement of the character by touching the screen in addition to the vertical movement by voice.

The third modality is inspired by the game Frogger, in which a frog tries to cross streets and rivers without being hit by traffic or drowning in water. The proposal is that this modality uses voice as a way to move the character forward, in the vertical direction. As some obstacles (e.g., sticks, logs) are in constant horizontal movement, players need to maintain concentration and play precisely. This modality, therefore, depends less on the number of times children pronounce a word and more on its accuracy.

The last and fourth modality is inspired by games such as Guitar Hero, Piano Tiles and Youscian. The goal is for children to say phonemes or words at the right time, following a visual indication on the screen associated with some melody. There may be game modes with several different words and each must be said at the right time. The precision of the speech rhythm can also be explored.

More than children, the game was designed to engage the whole family or close people. As there are inspirations from popular games, these close people can also participate in game challenges. This allows the game to be an object for sharing collaborative experiences and prevents it from being exclusive.

4.3 Game Implementation

For the functional prototype, first the game was developed inspired by the Flappy Bird (Nguyen, 2013). A bird moves vertically and pipes move horizontally with an opening between them. The goal is for the bird not to touch the pipes or the ground for as long as possible, with each pipe through...
counting a point for the player score. Even reducing the accelerating force of gravity in the bird or reducing the speed with which the pipes move, preliminary evaluations revealed the game does not work well when voice is used as input since it requires several repetitions in a short time and that any delay in the voice processing can lead to losing the game.

Therefore, the second proposed solution was implemented as a game inspired by Super Mario Bros, in which the character constantly moves horizontally and gravity (vertical force) is reversed at each user voice interaction. The game allows the player to choose pre-defined forms of phonemes to be used as input. Seven levels were developed with each of the first five levels introducing new mechanics through differentiated blocks.

Different mechanics have been implemented for the blocks. The first level (Figure 7-1) introduces common blocks, which can be used as a floor, ceiling or barrier, and the collectible crystals, which are used as a scoring method. The second level (Figure 7-2) introduces green blocks that, when touched, reverse the horizontal direction in which the character is moving. The third level (Figure 7-3) introduces purple blocks that, when touched, teleport the character ten blocks forward. The fourth level (Figure 7-4) introduces gray blocks, which when touched, teleport the character ten blocks back. The fifth level (Figure 7-5) introduces blue blocks, which when touched, make the character jumping. The sixth and seventh level (Figures 7-6 and 7-7) mix all blocks (and mechanics) described above in order to increase the difficulty level. For accessibility matters, other visual information such as single forms can be used as redundancy for indicating different block functions.

The idea behind each new block was to diversify the game and teach the player new strategies. According to Andersen et al. (2012), there are no obvious advantages to using tutorials in games whose mechanics can be discovered experimentally. Therefore, each of the five initial levels starts in a safe environment where the user can touch the new block and find out what happens, where there is no punishment and the player can be rewarded with crystals. Progressing through stages, the player finds a slightly more challenging scenario, and, at the end of the stage, a greater challenge is presented for the player to test his or her abilities on the new mechanics. This gradual increase in difficulty can be seen in Figure 8.

All levels were created with the same size (148 blocks wide and 16 blocks high, where each block is 16 pixels) and have an average duration of approximately one minute. Static images that make up the game visual style were obtained for free from The Spriters Resource website (The Spriters Resource, 2018).

5 Discussion

The workshop results were used as input for designing the game as the workshop supported to: i) define what is essential or priority in terms of stakeholders, the main value of the solution and possibilities beyond obvious solutions; ii) clarified that a single game would not be able to favor the resolution of the problem, which implied the idea of different game modules for the same solution; iii) offered a critical percep-

The produced game may be understood as a serious game, having a specific context and restricted stakeholders as likely to be favored by the game regarding a therapeutic practice. These stakeholders could not be easily identified in a game for leisure or entertainment, as this type of game has an extensive target audience. For a serious game, which has content that wants to be taught or simulated to a particular individual, stakeholders must be well-known. Socially Aware Design brings a systemic view of the context and the actors who can influence the process of playing, from those who will play the game directly to those who influence the environment and conditions in which playing will be possible or not.

The Evaluation Framework provides a comprehensive view of the different stakeholder’s problems. The artifact’s potential about the design of a game is to explicitly point out that the game can go beyond being just an educational or entertainment medium, causing or dealing with problems of different orders in an individual’s life, from informal and social aspects, to the technical aspects of infrastructure and available resources.

In the Value Prospecting Frame, the element of “how the solution can improve people’s lives” is an aspect that may not be explicit in conventional development of games. Explicitly bringing that concern, or reflection at least, is a crucial element for the success of the game and to promote the expected results. Instead of simply using the concept of a game to present speech therapy exercises, these exercises should be intrinsic and natural, happening as an integral part of the game. The Value Prospecting Frame was adapted by the last author to promote participants’ social awareness and sensitivity in early design activities. Although the knowledge coming from the Frame could be acquired by other artifacts, like the Business Model Canvas (e.g., fields of “Value Propositions” and “Customer Segments”) (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010), it is succinct for presenting few points for reflection but comprehensive enough to touch aspects of the stakeholders’ “pains” and their challenges, as well as aspects of the solution and their opportunities, being suitable for use in problem-understanding and prospecting ideas workshops.

The Semiotic Framework invited us to think about the possible solution from several perspectives or layers. Any design decision on one layer of the framework triggers modifications to other layers, allowing a systemic view of the solution. The framework can be strengthened in the context of games by combining it with other frameworks especially produced for games, for example, associating the framework layers with the elements of Users, Implementation and Diegetic Universe from E-MUNDi (da Silva Cardoso et al., 2018). This combination could allow verifying the possible solution at different levels of analysis, on the context of the problem, the solution, and elements of a game.

The workshop requires designers to identify stakeholders whether direct or indirect users of the game. In the literature, most stakeholders are limited to possible direct users of games or to the ones very close to their adoption and usage. Undoubtedly, they are relevant for defining motivation and
mechanics strategies (Annetta, 2010). However, it is necessary to consider the target audience in a systemic way going beyond obvious users. Participatory and user-centered methods (Vanden Abeele et al., 2012) can support us in this task: while a user-centered method helps us to focus on the needs of the user (Sanders, 2002), participatory design urges us to work directly with prospective users and other important interested parties (Muller, 2002). Our workshop was user-centered and inspired by a participatory style, as our purpose was to develop a shared sensibility and responsibility about the problem domain before actually involving other stakeholders.

The artifacts used in the workshop proved to be viable options to support the design of games in understanding the problem and characterizing the solution. Finally, the workshop’s approach has the differential of seeking to anticipate problems and ideas, and to identify for stakeholders the main added value of the game, an element that comes before and can assist in the definition of educational or gameplay strategies.

The workshop lasted 4 hours, but only 2 hours were used for problem-understanding and exploring ideas as a solution, while in the rest of the time participants discussed the artifacts, its fundamental background, and the real context of the problem. During this half-day period (a morning time), we generated several potential ideas for a game that resulted from the practice of identifying stakeholders in scope, verifying the problem and solution at different levels of demands and needs, understand stakeholders and place them at the center of the process, imagining a solution that adds value for them; and generate diverse ideas to be candidates for development, prototyping and testing. This workshop is ideal for the early stages of a game design project, which can be combined with more traditional development modes divided into well-defined stages, or agile modes, with iterative stages focused on rapid production. The main purpose should be to understand the problem from a socially aware perspective before starting working with other stakeholders towards a solution and before involving the prospective audience.

Literature works, such as Neris and Rodrigues (2016) and Mader et al. (2016) highlight the importance of a therapeutic game design that involves different stakeholders of the domain in a participatory approach. We add to this discus-
sion that an earlier step is necessary: before engaging critical stakeholders, designers need to develop their understanding and sensitivity to the problem. This is a matter of responsibility with the stakeholders and with promoting a shared understanding of the problem, the purpose of the work and the importance of other stakeholders involvement. After conducting this early workshop, the participation of professionals, experts and other relevant stakeholders (e.g., family) in the development process could be focused on what is really essential to known and do. Therefore, if a design team “homework” is done before, the people’s scarce time can be treated with responsibility.

The workshop approach, while producing a comprehensive understanding and generating various possibilities for game solution ideas, also has limitations and points of exploration. The approach has a complex understanding and use of concepts. For our practice, those involved received prior training to fill the artifacts and the Ph.D. with knowledge about HCI and Organizational Semiotics acted as a mediator at certain times, explaining concepts, for example. In a real game-building scenario, there is a need for learning before using the artifacts, or mediation by an expert on the concepts used. However, the artifacts that present more complex concepts are, mainly, the Stakeholder Identification Diagram and the Semiotic Framework. The other artifacts have an intuitive filling as they work with aspects closer to designers. If, on the one hand, every process, method or technique requires some level of learning and familiarization, on the other hand, it is natural to expect that an approach that intends to support design in a socially aware and technical perspective will take participants out of their comfort zone and present some level of difficulty.

6 Related Works

Literature has related works when it comes to contribution to therapeutic games development, such as Ushaw et al. (2015) and Pirovano et al. (2016), and regarding a sociotechnical motivation and the use of Organizational Semiotic in game development, such as de Souza et al. (2018, 2019). Although an extensive literature review of sociotechnical game development and therapeutic games is beyond the scope of this paper, we present some related works below.

de Souza et al. (2018, 2019) present SemTh, a comprehensive participatory approach to therapeutic game design. The approach has four stages from the beginning to the end of a therapeutic game design cycle: (1) Design Problem Clarification, (2) Interaction Modeling, (3) Design Materialization and (4) Evaluation. This approach was inspired by an instance of the semio-participatory design model for the domain of therapeutic information systems (Neris and Rodrigues, 2016). The instance points to artifacts and objectives to be used at different levels of the Semiotic Onion in the design of the therapeutic system. This approach went through an iterative nature of construction, based on research in different contexts, such as using Interaction Modeling Language to model solutions for elderly patients with depression and students with multiple disabilities (Garcia et al., 2016), and experimenting with a Persons Enrichment Process in a therapeutic context of chemical dependency and depression (Rodrigues et al., 2014, 2015), as well as the context of children undergoing cancer treatment (Rodrigues et al., 2018).

The SemTh approach is similar to our workshop proposal in defending a socially aware (and sociotechnical) vision for the design of therapeutic games, using a framework (and artifacts) from Organizational Semiotics. However, our approach focus on an earlier stage where the design team would be getting prepared for a design project. Therefore, our workshop can be combined with the SemTh approach, serving as a “warm-up session” for the design team before putting SemTh into practice.

In particular, Rodrigues et al. (2018) present a lesson learned from “conducting a brainstorming”, which relates to our approach: it reveals the need for a moment of knowledge and empathy building, and creating a common ground between the design team that will develop a solution for a context very sensitive as is the case of therapeutic needs. Rodrigues et al. (2018) mention: “Before the first meeting at the hospital, we did a brainstorming session with the Computer team to discuss what we would need to understand about the scenario and how our strategy would be at that moment. A presentation and a list of issues were then drew up for the meeting”. Our approach could be used for brainstorming, favouring a comprehensive understanding of who are the stakeholders of the domain, what are their problems and ideas for solutions, who are the main stakeholders, what do they need and how does the solution could innovate, general requirements for a prospective solution at different connected levels, and a collaborative ideation to prospect ideas which can serve as artifacts to start conversation with domain experts.

Pirovano et al. (2016) propose a methodology for the development of exergames through the definition of therapeutic objectives. The methodology has four steps: 1) definition of primary therapeutic goals (what an user should do) and secondary goals (how user actions should be carried out); 2) transforming goals into simple mechanics of a virtual exercise; 3) transform a virtual exercise into an enjoyable exergame; and 4) handle secondary objectives through monitoring and immediate feedback. The methodology is related to our paper by proposing a contribution to the same context: design of therapeutic games. However, unlike our approach, the methodology does not have a sociotechnical concern, it does not have steps or activities for the purpose of understanding stakeholders, nor does it use instruments or artifacts to enable an understanding of the context of the solution. While our approach is intended to support the initial stages of problem understanding and prospecting for solutions, the methodology by Pirovano et al. (2016) has the purpose of indicating steps and objectives for the entire process of designing a therapeutic game, from the definition of therapeutic objectives to the evaluation of the implemented game. The methodology by Pirovano et al. (2016) and our approach can be complementary.

Ushaw et al. (2015) presents recommendations for incor-

---

6 For a literature review of therapeutic games design, check De Souza (2018); de Souza et al. (2019).

7 We express our gratitude to the anonymous reviewers who provided a rich reference body and suggested relevant work to develop this section.
porating practices and principles of commercial game development into serious gaming for health. Recommendations are divided into Design Practices, Implementation Practices and Data Capture and Analysis. The recommendations serve as principles or premises to be considered in the entire game design process, indicating for example what attributes the game should have (e.g., encouraging, positive and rewarding feedback). Ushaw et al. (2015) is related to our paper as both present contributions to the development of therapeutic games. Our approach is intended to indicate artifacts to understand the problem domain before a design team goes into the field and involves professionals. Our approach is not intended to define game design elements, such as principles, restrictions, or attributes of a game. In the development process that begins after our approach, the recommendations by Ushaw et al. (2015) can be considered as premises for the design and implementation of a game project as they represent generic characteristics to be considered in a therapeutic context game.

Maike et al. (2015) presents an investigation with the artifacts of Organizational Semiotics (Stakeholder Identification Diagram, Evaluation Frame and Semiotic Framework) to develop Natural User Interfaces (NUI) solutions that facilitate daily actions for users with disabilities, in the perspective of Universal Design. The relationship is that our approach also uses artifacts from Organizational Semiotics to understand a problem and the Semiotic Framework to explore solution ideas. However, the approach of Maike et al. (2015) is focused on Natural User Interaction devices and the possibilities they offer to obtain an accessible solution from a universal or assistive perspective. Although Maike et al. (2015) does not deal with games or therapeutic aspects, their work can be useful to support further stages of game design after our workshop.

Maike et al. (2018) present a literature analysis and a case study for proposing a design strategy from the perspective of the concepts of difference and perception. The literature analysis revealed four different strategies and purposes in proposing solutions that contemplate the concepts of NUI, accessibility and games. The case study evaluated a memory game adapted to address accessibility issues. The game was evaluated with four blind people through the Self-Assessment Manikin and a debriefing session to collect collective qualitative feedback. The authors concluded that the strategy for designing a game that provides both accessibility and natural interaction should strive to find a balance between accommodating differences between users, and providing multiple channels for the perception of information. As the paper focus was on the game evaluation, the process of the memory game development was not presented. Therefore, we can not compare if Maike et al. (2018) design methodology was similar to our approach. For our workshop, Maike et al. (2018) report interesting considerations for the universal design of a therapeutic game, such as not focusing on specific differences, but incorporating them into the design, and strive for sensory redundancy instead of sensory substitution, which can be useful to raise designers awareness of issues related to accessibility, inclusion and differences.

We summarize this related works discussion in Table 1, comparing the design stages of each contribution, its methodological base and motivation. By early stages we mean the very first activities even before problem definition where the design team understand and characterize a problem domain. By all stages we mean at least a cycle of design, development and evaluation. In the Table 1, we can see that our paper is destined to the early stages of a design process. Also, we can see that our paper have the same methodological base of de Souza et al. (2018, 2019) and Maike et al. (2015, 2018) papers but with different work motivations, therefore, suggesting possibilities for extensions and future works.

### 7 Lessons Learned

From the experience reported in this paper, some lessons were learned and can be presented to inform socially aware design workshops:

- **Sociotechnical analysis from the artifacts filling was not laborious to do. The entire process took place over 4 hours and was essential to the game built. This contradicts the idea that it is better to start a project by implementing or prototyping a solution instead of analyzing it. We endorse the importance of agile methods and their core principles, but we claim**
that when the problem domain is critical, regardless of the process adopted, a warm-up workshop informed by a socially aware design must be the starting point.

2. The workshop prevented participants from focusing only on the obvious stakeholders. For example, it is important to think about how the family can participate or be affected by the solution, rather than just the child.

3. The presence of a specialist in the theoretical concepts of artifacts was positive. In other workshops, it is recommended that a specialist be present, or that a member of the project assume this specialist position, studying concepts and artifacts before the workshop takes place.

4. The presence of a mediator who filled in the artifacts during the discussion was positive. Participants preferred to discuss the issues that arose than write on the post-its. The mediator captures the discussion and represents in the artifacts, for example by writing on post-its.

5. Half of the workshop time was spent in the introduction, explaining about the problem at the partner hospital and the artifacts to be used. For contexts where more time is available or where there is no need for such a detailed explanation about artifacts, a Braindrawing can be applied to generate proposals for the game prototype.

6. Right after the end of the workshop, it is positive to pass the information of the artifacts to the digital medium. In the workshop, stick-notes were posted on a physical banner, and some could disappear if the banner was transported elsewhere. The information may also need to be detailed, and if it is retrieved after a long time, it may not be possible to remember what the information is about.

7. The Value Prospecting Frame was the artifact that most helped us to visualize how the solution to be proposed could be relevant, innovative and that truly improves the lives of stakeholders. This artifact is central to the workshop process, linking artifacts from the problem domain (Stakeholder Identification Diagram and Evaluation Frame) to the artifacts to think about the solution domain (Semiotic Framework and Brainwriting).

8 Conclusion

This paper presented a Socially Aware Design workshop held to understand the problem from a sociotechnical perspective and to prospect ideas in the early stages of design processes. The workshop was characterized by different practices mediated by artifacts and exemplified in a practical case study when participants were designing a digital game to support speech therapy exercises activities. The workshop produced a collaborative understanding of the problem domain and the impacts of the solution, such as the needs of stakeholders and the existing opportunities in the domain.

In the development of traditional games, the social and responsible concern of a game may not be explicit, especially the negative impacts that it can cause. The socially aware workshop promoted a broader discussion on the positive impacts that should be explored and negative aspects that should be considered. More important: such a discussion must happen in the very start of a game design project.

The workshop, in addition to identifying the obvious stakeholders of the solution, helped to identify indirect users; the Value Prospecting Frame favored an understanding more related to empathy, investigating for the central stakeholder what could be the main value of the solution. The Semiotic Framework helped us to consider sociotechnical aspects, from the technical part to the human issues. The collaborative Brainwriting, in turn, produced requirements and ideas in the greatest possible diversity, offering not only functionalities, but non-functional requirements related to the game quality attributes and restrictions for its adoption and usage.

Results of the workshop were used as input for designing a game prototype for the Android platform. The game is already operable and has been evaluated by different users, which found evidence of engagement between user-game. Since the workshop favors a socially aware understanding, we tend to avoid obvious solutions and approaches that consider “users” as subject to technology, recognizing stakeholders as interested parties where the central one must get effective benefit from the designed solution.

For future research, new empirical investigations can reveal strong and weak aspects of the workshops through new applications with different techniques, participants and problems. The empirical knowledge may enable us to advance in both workshops’ theoretical and methodological grounds.
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